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Abstract

I/O bottlenecks are already a problem in many large-
scale applications that manipulate huge datasets. This
problem is expected to get worse as applications get larger,
and the I/O subsystem performance lags behind processor
and memory speed improvements. Caching I/O blocks is
one effective way of alleviating disk latencies, and there can
be multiple levels of caching on a cluster of workstations.

Previous studies have shown the benefits of caching —
whether it be local to a particular node, or a shared global
cache across the cluster — for certain applications. How-
ever, we show that while caching is useful in some situa-
tions, it can hurt performance if we are not careful about
what to cache and when to bypass the cache. This paper
presents compilation techniques and runtime support to ad-
dress this problem. These techniques are implemented and
evaluated on an experimental Linux/Pentium cluster run-
ning a parallel file system. Our results using a diverse set
of applications (scientific and commercial) demonstrate the
benefits of a discretionary approach to caching for I/O sub-
systems on clusters, providing as much as 33% savings over
indiscriminately caching everything in some applications.

1. Introduction

As processor speeds continue to advance at a rapid pace,
accesses to the I/O subsystem are increasingly becoming the
bottleneck in the performance of large-scale applications
that manipulate huge datasets. Large buffers in memory
(referred to as caches throughout this paper) are one way
of alleviating this problem, provided we can achieve good
hit rates. However, unlike the traditional instruction/data
caches that are provisioned in the hardware of processor
architectures, I/O caches are implemented in software and
have much higher overheads. Further, the levels of I/O
caching on some of the parallel environments (including
clusters) can span machine boundaries, requiring network
messages for cache accesses. It is thus very important to
be able to determine what should go into an I/O cache and
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when we should avoid accessing it, apart from improving
the hit rate itself. This paper addresses this important prob-
lem, presenting the design, implementation, and evaluation
of a cluster-based, parallel file system with an I/O sub-
system that provides two levels ofdiscretionary caching.
The paper demonstrates the benefits of such discretionary
caching mechanisms with compiler and runtime optimiza-
tions.

While the parallelism offered by the numerous disks in
a cluster can alleviate the I/O bandwidth problem, it does
not really address the latency issue which is largely limited
by seek and rotational costs. Caching data blocks in mem-
ory is a well known way of reducing I/O latencies, provided
we can achieve good hit rates. I/O caching is typically im-
plemented in software (not the disk/controller caches), and
the overheads of cache lookup and maintenance can become
quite high. Further, it has been shown [10] that we may need
multiple levels of caching. For instance, in PPFS [10], a lo-
cal cache at each node of the parallel system caters to the in-
dividual process requests at that node, and upon a miss goes
to a shared global cache (running on one or more nodes of
the cluster) which can possibly satisfy requests that come
from different nodes. On such systems, the cost of going
to the global cache — requiring a network message — and
not finding the data there (before going to the disk) might
be quite substantial. Consequently, it becomes extremely
important to intelligently determine what to place in the
caches and when to avoid (i.e., bypass) the cache (partic-
ularly the caches whose look up costs are higher) on I/O
requests. This largely depends on the data access patterns
of the workload. To our knowledge, the issue of exploiting
application behavior for such I/O cache optimizations on
clusters has not been studied previously. There has been
similar work (e.g., [11]) in the context of hardware data
CPU caches, but the costs for I/O caching are of a much
higher magnitude.

Rather than implementing all the APIs/feature of a full-
fledged parallel file system to investigate these issues, we
start with a publicly-available parallel file system — PVFS
[1] — for Linux/Pentium clusters. We have considerably
extended this system to incorporate a kernel level cache
module at each cluster node to cater to all the requests (pos-
sibly different applications) coming from that node, which
we refer to as thelocal cache. We also have implemented a
sharedglobal cache(between processes running on differ-



ent nodes of an application, or even across applications) that
runs on one or more nodes of the cluster. This global cache
receives requests from the local cache and services them. If
the lookup fails in the global cache as well, the request is
forwarded to one or more nodes whose disks are used for
striping the data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 identifies some work related to this paper. Section 3 de-
scribes the system architecture and implementation details
of our I/O subsystem on the Linux cluster, together with
some raw performance numbers. The compiler-based and
runtime-based optimizations are presented and evaluated in
Sections 4 and 5 respectively. Finally, Section 6 summa-
rizes the contributions of this paper and discusses directions
for future work.

2. Related Work

Software work on high-performance I/O can be roughly
divided into three categories: parallel file systems, runtime
I/O libraries, and compiler work for out-of-core compu-
tations. A number of groups have studied automatic de-
tection and optimization of I/O access patterns (e.g., see
[14, 13] and the references therein). Others have proposed
parallel file systems and I/O runtime systems that provide
users/programmers with easy-to-use APIs [2, 16, 4]. While
these systems allow users/programmers to exploit optimiza-
tions for I/O, it is still in general the user’s responsibility to
select which optimization to apply and determine the suit-
able parameters for it. Obviously, this puts a great burden
on users, as in most cases it is not trivial to select what op-
timization(s) to use and the accompanying parameters. Our
work instead tries to bring the advantages of I/O caching
without much user effort.

There has been a considerable amount of prior work on
optimizing I/O and I/O caches [5, 17, 12, 15, 6], some of
which has been on clusters as well. Maybe the most closely
related work to ours are the approaches presented in three
prior systems, namely, MPI-IO [8, 3], PVFS [1], and PPFS
[10]. MPI-IO [8] is an API for parallel I/O as part of the
MPI-2 standard and contains features specifically designed
for I/O parallelism and performance. This API has been im-
plemented for a wide variety of hardware platforms includ-
ing clusters [18]. The main optimizations in MPI-IO are for
non-contiguous parallel accesses to shared data, mainly at
the user-level. As a result, the user needs to have a thorough
understanding of the application to glean the data access
pattern, and be familiar with the numerous calls to invoke
the appropriate optimization routine. Since MPI-IO itself
does not specify any caching functionality, its response time
is largely determined by the caching capabilities provided
by the underlying file system. PVFS [1] is a parallel file
system for Linux clusters that presents three different APIs,
and accommodates frequently used UNIX file tools. Its op-
timizations for non-contiguous data are perhaps less power-
ful than MPI-IO’s optimizations. The work presented in this
paper augments PVFS with a local and global caching capa-
bility, benefiting from its rich original APIs. PPFS [10] is a
user-level I/O library that has been implemented for several
parallel machines and clusters. This system differs from
the other two in that it offers runtime/adaptive optimizations
(not just an API) as well in terms of caching, prefetching,
data distribution and sharing. The differences of our work

from PPFS are in that we are examining the benefits of com-
piler/runtime directed cache bypassing towards optimizing
the hit rates of one or more applications running on the clus-
ter. Many of the ideas from PPFS for prefetching, distribu-
tion, and sharing can be used in conjunction with what is
presented here.

3. System Architecture

Our system builds on the architecture of the previously
proposed Parallel Virtual File System (PVFS) [1] since we
did not want to re-invent the APIs and mechanisms for pro-
viding a shared name space across the cluster, and facilities
for distributing/striping the file data across the disks of the
cluster nodes. PVFS also provides seamless transparent ac-
cess to several existing utilities on normal file systems.

3.1. PVFS

The original PVFS is a mainly user-level implementa-
tion, i.e., there is a library (libpvfs) linked to application
programs which provides a set of interface routines (API)
to distribute and retrieve data to/from the files striped across
the cluster nodes. In addition to the library, PVFS uses two
other components, both of which run as daemons on one or
more nodes of the cluster. One of these is a meta-data server
(calledmgr), to which libpvfs sends requests for meta-data
information (access rights, directories, file attributes, etc.).
In addition, there are several instances of a data server dae-
mon (calledIOD), one on each of the machines whose disk
is being used to store the data. This daemon (again running
at the user level) listens on sockets for requests from libpvfs
functions on clients to read/write data from/to its local disk
using normal Linux file system calls. The reader is referred
to [1] for further details on the functioning of PVFS.

3.2. Overview of System Architecture

Our system provides two levels of caching — alocal
cacheat every node of the cluster where an application pro-
cess executes, and aglobal cachethat is shared by different
nodes (and possibly different) applications across the clus-
ter. The design and implementation of the local cache at
each node is described in an earlier work [21], and here we
quickly go over it for completeness, and then concentrate
on the global cache.

3.2.1 Local Cache

There are two alternatives for implementing the local cache
at each node. One option is to implement the caching within
the library that is linked with the application (user-level).
However, with this approach we do not have the flexibility
of sharing cache data between application processes run-
ning on the same node. This is the reason why we opted
to implement the local cache within the Linux kernel (a
dynamically-loadable module), that can be shared across all
the processes running on that node. Only when the request
misses in this cache (either all or some of the request can-
not be satisfied locally), is an external request initiated out
of that node, either to the global cache or to the IODs as will
be explained later. The details of our local cache implemen-
tation can be found in [21].



3.2.2 Global Cache

The global cache, as explained earlier, adds one more level
to the storage hierarchy before the disk at the IOD needs
to be accessed. There are numerous questions/alternatives
when implementing the global cache and we go over them
in the following discussion, explaining the rationale behind
the choices we make specifically in our implementation:

� Should there be a global cache for each file, or should
all files share the same cache?While there may
be some scope for detecting access patterns across
datasets for optimizations, our current system uses a
separate global cache for each file.

� Should each application have its own global cache, or
should we share a global cache across applications?
Since one of our goals is to be able to perform inter-
application optimizations based on sharing patterns,
we have opted to share the global cache across appli-
cations. This can help one application (even its cold
references) benefit from the data brought in earlier by
another from the cache. There is, however, the fear
of worse miss rates if there is interference because of
such sharing, and these are points that our cache by-
pass mechanisms will address later. This feature is
one key difference between our system and PPFS [10]
where the global cache is intended for optimizations
within the processes of a single application.

� Should the global cache be implemented as a user pro-
cess or as a kernel module?The reason for a kernel
level implementation for the local cache is due to the
need for trapping all application requests coming at
that node from the different processes via the PVFS
calls. However, with the global cache, TCP/IP sock-
ets are being explicitly used for sending messages to
it from the individual local caches regardless of which
application process is making a call. The convenience
and flexibility (option of busy-waiting) of a user-level
implementation has led us to implement the global
cache for a specified file as a stand-alone, user-level
daemon running on a specified node of our cluster.

Each global cache in our system is, thus, a user level
process serving requests to a specific file running on a clus-
ter node, to which explicit requests are sent by the local
caches, and is shared by different applications. The internal
data structures and activities of the global cache are more
or less similar with those for the local cache that were de-
scribed earlier. One could designate such global caches on
different nodes (for each file), particularly on those nodes
with larger physical memory. Consequently, this architec-
ture is also well suited to heterogeneous clusters where one
or more nodes may have larger amounts of memory than the
others.

3.2.3 Reads/Writes

Figure 1 gives a schematic overview of our system. Let us
now briefly go over a typical read operation (there could
be some differences when one or more levels of caching are
disabled as will be discussed later) to understand how every-
thing works when an application process on a node makes
a read call, possibly to several blocks that span different

IODs. The original PVFS library on the client aggregates
the requests to a particular IOD, before making a socket re-
quest (kernel call) to the node running that IOD. Our local
cache intercepts this call in the kernel and checks to see if
all or even a part of it can be satisfied locally. If the entire
request can be satisfied without a network message, then
the data is returned to the PVFS library and the application
proceeds. Otherwise, the local cache module accumulates a
list of requests that need to be fetched. A subsequent mes-
sage is sent to the global cache with these requests (Note
that this may change, and the requests are directly sent to
IODs if the global cache is bypassed). The multi-threaded
global cache keeps listening on a dedicated socket for re-
quests, and upon receiving such a message looks up its data
structure. If it can satisfy the requests completely from its
memory, it returns the data to the requesting local cache.
Otherwise, it sends a request message to each of the IODs
holding corresponding blocks, stores the blocks in its mem-
ory when it gets responses from the IODs, and then returns
the necessary data to the requesting local cache. A write
operation works similarly except that the writes are prop-
agated in the background, and control is returned back as
soon as the writes are buffered.

The above read and write operations are the most com-
mon, and can benefit significantly from spatial and tempo-
ral locality in the caches. However, with the presence of
multiple copies for data blocks, there is the issue of coher-
ence/consistency. The above read/write mechanisms do not
worry about consistency, and a read simply returns the value
in a version of the block that it finds (i.e., the write is only
propagated to the global cache and IOD — any subsequent
read to the global cache/IOD will get this value, but a read
from a node that already has this block in its local cache
will not get this latest value). In our system, we also pro-
vide a special version of the write, calledsyncwrite, which
not only propagates the writes to the global cache/IOD, but
also invalidates the local caches which have a copy (so that
subsequent reads on those nodes can go out on the network
and get the latest copy). Coherence is maintained at a block
granularity, and thus requires a directory entry per block to
keep track of the local caches that have a current copy of
that block. More details can be found in [22].

The experimental results presented in this paper are from
a Pentium/Linux based cluster of workstations. Each node
on this cluster has a 800 MHz Intel Pentium-III (Copper-
mine) microprocessor with 32KB of L1 cache, 256KB of
L2 cache, and 128MB of PC-133 main memory. The global
cache is run on one of the nodes that contains 384 MB of
main memory. Each node is also equipped with a 20GB
Maxtor hard disk drive and a 32bit PCI 10/100Mbps 3-Com
3c59x network interface card. All the nodes are connected
through a Linksys Etherfast 10/100Mbps 16 port hub.

3.3. Performance of Primitives

Before we go any further into our optimizations, we
would first like to present some raw latency numbers and
micro-benchmark results for read and write performance
with the presence/absence of these caches. For these ex-
periments, the local cache size was fixed at 2MB (500 data
blocks), while the global cache size was fixed at 40MB
(10000 data blocks). Also, a stripe size of 32KB is used
in all our experiments.
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Figure 1. System architecture. Nodes 1..n are
the clients where one or more application pro-
cesses run, and have a local cache present.
Upon a miss, requests are either directed to
the global cache (one such entity for a file),
or is sent directly to IOD node(s) containing
the data in the disk(s).

3.3.1 Raw Latencies for Reads/Writes

In the first set of results (see Table 1), we give the read la-
tencies for a file striped over different number of IODs (1
to 4). In these tables,Pvfs denotes the read latency of the
original PVFS system which does not use any caching (local
or global).Local Hit indicates the latency when the ac-
cess is satisfied from local cache andLocal Miss is the
latency when the access misses in the local cache and is sat-
isfied from one or more IODs. The latter case thus captures
the execution on a system without a global cache.Global
Hit and Global Miss , on the other hand, denote the
cases when the access misses in the local cache (i.e., a local
cache lookup is still needed) and hits and misses, respec-
tively, in the global cache.

From these numbers, we clearly see that the local cache
hits (Local Hit ) can substantially lower read costs com-
pared to the original PVFS implementation. On the other
hand, if the locality is not good, causing us to miss in the
local cache (i.e.,Local Miss ), the performance becomes
worse than original PVFS for all request sizes because of
the overheads in looking up the local cache. This is also
suggestive that it is not only important to improve the hit
behavior of the local cache, but it is also meaningful to by-
pass the local cache on certain lookups if we feel that it is
going to miss.

When we next move to the scenarios with the accesses
to global cache (misses in local cache), we first see that

Table 1. Read times (msec) for different re-
quest sizes and number of IODs ( jIODj).

Request Size�! 4K 8K 16K 32K 64K 128K
jIODj = 1

Pvfs 1.09 2.27 4.31 9.48 19.04 38.52
Local Hit 0.67 0.68 0.72 0.80 0.97 1.59
Local Miss 1.25 2.28 4.61 9.54 20.77 44.23
Global Hit (Local Miss) 1.43 1.71 2.44 4.26 8.14 15.28
Global Miss (Local Miss) 2.00 2.85 5.86 11.49 23.85 50.42
Required HR 1.59 0.50 0.45 0.27 0.30 0.33

jIODj = 2

Pvfs 1.12 1.99 3.82 7.84 14.16 24.09
Local Hit 0.74 0.83 1.03 1.38 2.43 4.34
Local Miss 1.32 2.08 4.36 8.07 18.59 36.49
Global Hit (Local Miss) 1.51 1.85 2.62 5.01 8.32 17.77
Global Miss (Local Miss) 2.05 3.31 5.93 11.91 24.78 49.06
Required HR 1.72 0.90 0.63 0.58 0.64 0.79

jIODj = 3

Pvfs 1.08 1.83 3.52 6.17 12.00 20.04
Local Hit 0.75 0.84 1.01 1.41 2.42 4.50
Local Miss 1.31 2.35 4.48 8.19 18.96 26.90
Global Hit (Local Miss) 1.23 1.66 2.45 4.80 8.67 19.26
Global Miss (Local Miss) 1.87 3.36 6.30 12.06 30.71 54.14
Required HR 1.23 0.90 0.72 0.81 0.84 0.97

jIODj = 4

Pvfs 1.08 1.63 3.33 5.32 10.64 19.06
Local Hit 0.76 0.84 1.01 1.40 2.41 4.68
Local Miss 1.32 2.18 4.50 8.61 14.47 21.76
Global Hit (Local Miss) 1.48 1.67 2.80 4.70 9.10 19.50
Global Miss (Local Miss) 1.88 3.87 6.10 12.33 26.07 49.62
Required HR 2.00 1.01 0.83 0.91 0.90 1.01

Table 2. Write times (msec) for different re-
quest sizes and number of IODs ( jIODj).

Request Size�! 4K 8K 16K 32K 64K 128K 256K
jIODj = 1

Pvfs 0.68 1.03 1.97 3.95 7.83 15.94 31.09
Caching 0.55 0.56 0.60 0.96 1.05 1.76 3.15

jIODj = 2

Pvfs 0.68 1.27 1.90 3.77 9.86 15.44 29.61
Caching 0.60 0.67 0.84 1.43 2.04 3.70 7.19

jIODj = 3

Pvfs 0.68 1.04 1.85 3.62 8.23 15.74 29.40
Caching 0.59 0.68 0.87 1.37 2.08 4.01 7.79

jIODj = 4

Pvfs 0.68 1.02 1.95 3.58 8.18 15.87 29.09
Caching 0.60 0.68 0.90 1.55 2.17 4.30 8.02

the global cache can lower access times, provided the data
is present there, compared to the original PVFS without
caching in many cases (i.e., requests larger than 4KB). It is
also better than fetching the data directly from IODs upon a
local cache miss (Local Miss). However, global cache miss
costs are substantially higher than any of the other cases be-
cause of the additional message hop that occurs in the criti-
cal path and the associated lookup costs. This suggests that
if we want to incorporate and benefit from the global cache,
it is very important to keep its hit rate quite high. In fact,
theRequired HR rows in Table 1 give the minimum hit
rates that are needed (for each request size) to tilt the bal-
ance in favor of the global cache compared to the original
PVFS. A value larger than 1 in these rows indicate that it is
impossible to generate better results than the original PVFS
using that request size and the number of IODs. This again
means that we need to be very careful on what to put in the
global cache and when to avoid going through it.

Table 2 gives the times for write operations to return back
to the application after they are issued with different num-
ber of IODs involved. We compare the performance of the



original PVFS code (denotedPvfs ) with our system hav-
ing a local cache (denotedCaching ). We are not sepa-
rately giving the costs as in the read table (Table 1) for the
other scenarios as they are comparable to the scenario with
a local cache (the writes are simply accumulated in the local
cache, and a background activity — flusher — propagates
these writes to either the global cache or the IOD). We can
see that write stall times are significantly lower because of
this feature as is to be expected. It is to be noted that the
savings that will be presented later in this paper with our
optimizations are not a result of these non-blocking writes,
since we show savings even over the scenarios that cache
everything in the local/global caches (which also performs
non-blocking writes).

We have also conducted experiments with micro-
benchmarks and their results can be found in [22]. These
results also reiterate that it is important to not only cache at
each node locally, but also at a global point, since this can
cover some working sets larger than the local cache. How-
ever, such caching turns out to be a problem when there is
poor locality, performing worse than not caching at all.

3.4. Cache Bypass Mechanisms

The results in the previous subsection indicate that it
is important to provision a local and a global cache for
good performance. However, our results also show that it is
equally important to be very careful in deciding what data
to place in these caches and when to avoid/bypass them.

Our system provisions mechanisms for bypassing the lo-
cal and/or global caches for a read or write. Our system does
not require any different read/write calls to specify that a
cache needs to be bypassed since that can get cumbersome,
and it is not clear how such a mechanism can be effectively
used by application programmers. Instead, we provide the
notion of asegment— a certain number of contiguous file
blocks (unless explicitly stated otherwise, a segment of 4
blocks is used in the experiments) — with a set of bits de-
termining what actions to be performed on a read/write. For
each operation (read or write), we have two bits, one each
for specifying whether that operation for the segment needs
to go through the local cache and another for whether it
needs to go through the global cache. We thus provide a
segment-level granularity for cache bypassing.

These (segment) bits can be set via a system call that
updates a data structure in the underlying kernel module
(implementing the local cache) at each node. When a
read/write call is made, this bitmap data structure is con-
sulted to find out whether to look up the local cache, and
whether to route the request to the global cache or directly
to the IOD. The system call to set these bits can either be
explicitly done by the application program or be invoked by
instructions inserted into the code by the compiler. These
bits can also be set by the runtime system based on previ-
ous execution characteristics. The rest of this paper explores
the benefits of cache bypassing, and ways of initiating such
bypass with the compiler and the runtime system.

4. Compiler-directed Cache Management

An optimizing compiler can help us identify what data
should be brought into the global cache. It can achieve this

using at least two strategies. In the first strategy, the com-
piler adopts a coarse-granular approach and determines the
arrays that are used frequently program wide. It achieves
this by estimating (at compile time) the number of accesses
to each array in the code. More specifically, for each loop
nest, the compiler counts the number of references to each
array and multiplies these counts by the trip counts (number
of iterations) of all enclosing loops. If there is a conditional
flow of control (e.g., an if-statement) within the loop, the
compiler conservatively assumes that all possible branches
are equally likely to be taken. Note that if we have profile
data on branch probabilities, it is straightforward to exploit
it for obtaining a more accurate estimate. Another poten-
tial problem is the compile-time unknown loop bounds. In
such cases, the compiler can estimate the number of ac-
cesses symbolically. Note that previous symbolic manip-
ulation techniques (e.g., [9, 7]) can be used here for this
purpose. After doing such analysis, the compiler uses the
global cache for reads/writes to the files with the most ref-
erences (depending on how many such files can fit in the
global cache).

An important drawback of this coarse-granular strategy
is that it fails to capture short-term localities. For example,
in a given large, I/O-intensive application, an array might be
accessed very frequently in the first half of the application
and is not accessed in the second part. However, the strat-
egy described above can continue to cache the segments of
this array in the second part of the application if the over-
all (program wide) access count of this array is larger than
those of the others. Our second strategy tries to eliminate
this drawback of the coarse-grain method by managing the
global cache space in a nest basis focusing on segment gran-
ularity.

(a) (b)
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Figure 2. tomcatv : impact of problem size (a)
Global cache is 20MB, (b) Global cache size
is 200MB.

Specifically, in our second strategy, the compiler deter-
mines the blocks that will be accessed in each nest sepa-
rately. The ids of a subset of these blocks are then recorded
at the loop header. This subset contains the most frequently
used blocks in the nest. By doing this, the second strategy
tries to capture short-term localities and manages the global
cache space at a finer granularity. Then, the segments cor-
responding to the most frequently used blocks are cached.
Note that this approach can be expected to result in better
global cache hit ratio than the first strategy. It should also
be noted that determining the blocks that will be accessed
by a loop nest is possible as in our applications there is a
one-to-one correspondence between arrays declared in the
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Figure 3. tomcatv : impact of global cache
size for a problem size of 1500.

program and disk-resident files (i.e., our applications use a
separate file for each array that they manipulate). There-
fore, the compiler can associate the array elements with the
blocks. Also, as in the case of coarse-grain approach, this
approach can take advantage of profile data (e.g., on branch
probabilities) where available. Further, again as in the pre-
vious case, it can employ symbolic expression [9, 7] ma-
nipulation when loop trip counts are not known at compile
time.

We implemented both these strategies using the SUIF
compiler infrastructure [23] and evaluated them using codes
where data access patterns are statically analyzable. We
present here results with I/O-intensive versions of two Spec
benchmarks:tomcatv andvpenta . While the original
codes manipulate arrays directly in memory, we extended
them to read/write these arrays from data files explicitly, be-
fore manipulating them in memory. The results are shown
for tomcatv in Figures 2 and 3 as a function of the prob-
lem size (local cache size of 400KB, global cache size of
(a) 20 MB and (b) 200 MB) and as a function of the global
cache size (keeping the problem size fixed at 1500 - this
corresponds to matrices of size 1500*1500 manipulated in
the application), respectively. In each of these figures, we
compare the performance of four different executions: (a) a
scheme with no caching (and hence no compiler optimiza-
tions for I/O); (b) a scheme with local and global caches
without any compiler optimizations for I/O; (c) a scheme
with local and global caches in conjunction with coarse-
grain (file level) compiler optimizations, and (d) a scheme
with local and global caches in conjunction with fine-grain
compiler optimizations.

Examining Figure 2(a), we find evidence in the earlier
arguments that blindly caching everything in the local and
global caches can sometimes worsen performance. Specif-
ically, we observe that theNo Caching alternative does
better than theLocal & Global option (i.e., caching
everything indiscriminately), especially at larger problem
sizes. The overheads of going to the global cache and not
finding the required blocks in it contribute to this behav-
ior. Performing compiler optimizations at the coarse (file)
granularity does give better performance than caching ev-
erything, but it still does worse than not caching anything.
However, we can see that compiler optimizations at a fine
granularity, gets the benefits of the global cache, and does
turn out to be a better alternative than not caching (because
it avoids consulting the global cache when it feels the data

may not be present). This benefit improves as the prob-
lem size gets larger (relative to the global cache size). Ev-
idence for the last statement is further substantiated when
we examine the executions with a much larger global cache
in Figure 2(b). Here, the hit rates in the global cache are
much higher, and the always cache option is a better idea.
As the global cache gets larger, the selectively cache op-
tion can possibly limit some data from benefiting from this
compared to caching everything. All these observations are
reiterated when we look at the impact of global cache ca-
pacity for a fixed problem size in Figure 3. The benefits
of selective caching/bypassing is much more significant at
small cache sizes, and the always cache option becomes bet-
ter only with larger global caches. The results forvpenta
are similar to many of those observed withtomcatv and
are shown in [22].

In summary, we find that discretionary caching becomes
very important when the problem sizes of applications get
large enough, and the working sets cause more thrashing in
the global cache. We find that a compiler based technique
for modulating what to place/bypass in the global cache can
alleviate some of these thrashing problems and help us reap
the benefits of a global cache. Of the two different policies
that we tried, we find that a finer granularity of control, is a
better option than file level control. This is because not all
blocks within a file may have the same access patterns or
access frequency.

5. Runtime Cache Bypass

So far, we have evaluated two compiler-based strategies
(coarse-grain and fine-grain) where our compiler decided
what to place in the global cache and when to bypass it.
There are many cases where such a compiler-based strategy
may not be desirable or even applicable. For example, when
we do not have the source code of the application, we can-
not analyze the program and determine its access pattern
statically. Similarly, in some cases, the application code
might be available but the access pattern it exhibits may
not be amenable to compiler analysis (e.g., due to array-
subscripted array references, non-affine subscript functions,
or pointer arithmetic). However, in these and similar cases,
it might be still possible to optimize the application using
a runtime technique. A runtime technique tries to evaluate
block access frequencies at runtime and makes cache by-
passing decisions dynamically.

In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of a run-
time strategy for managing global cache. Along similar
lines, there has been prior work [11] in the context of pro-
cessor data caches for runtime bypassing using access coun-
ters. However, in this study, we examine a much simpler
strategy since there are some problems when implementing
schemes such as (e.g., [11, 19]) on our platform where we
have multiple levels of caches and a miss from the local
cache may not at all go through the global cache. Our strat-
egy is based on the idea of having counters with segments.
Specifically, we associate a counter with each segment that
keeps the number of times the segment is accessed. These
counters are calledsegment counters. When a block needs
to be brought into global cache, its segment counter is com-
pared with a pre-setthreshold value.If the value of the seg-
ment counter is larger than the threshold, the block is placed
into the global cache; otherwise, the cache is bypassed.



When the local cache gets this block, it is told (either in the
read response or the write acknowledgment) to avoid going
through the global cache if it needs to be bypassed subse-
quently. The rationale behind this approach is that when a
block is not accessed frequently enough, placing it into the
global cache can cause a useful (i.e., more frequently used
than the block in question) block to be discarded. It should
be noted that we do not perform any checks when the block
is accessed for the first time (counter reads zero), and only
subsequently does this scheme kick in. When a new block
is accessed, the harvester on the global cache examines all
currently residing blocks to find a candidate for replacement
whose counter is below the threshold (and does some aging
of counters when doing so). Finally, in our current imple-
mentation, the decision for a block (whether to bypass or
not) is made only once and we do not re-evaluate the choice
once we decide to bypass the global cache for a block.

The results with this strategy are given in Figure 4 for
a global cache size of 20 MB with two different thresh-
old values — high (20) and low (3). We find that the run-
time strategy improves the performance of global caching
for both these extremes. The benefits are better at larger
problem sizes where cache thrashing becomes more signif-
icant and we need to be careful on what to put in the global
cache. This is also the reason why when we go to larger
problem sizes, the more aggressive runtime approach (i.e.,
the one with the higher threshold value) does better than the
one with the smaller threshold. We observed that typically
threshold values in the range of 20-50 lead to better perfor-
mance since they are more effective in weeding out what
should not be put in the global cache, without defaulting to
theNo Caching strategy. Consequently, we used thresh-
old values in this range in our experiments.
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Figure 4. Runtime cache bypassing (global
cache size is 20 MB) (a) tomcatv . (b) vpenta .

Another sensitivity parameter is the segment size. When
the segment size is very large, the blocks in a given segment
do not exhibit uniform locality, therefore, a segment-wide
decision might be the wrong (suboptimal) choice for many
blocks in the segment. Similarly, if the segment size is very
small, we witnessed an increased traffic through the global
cache (which in turn hurts the performance). It should also
be stressed that a small segment size means more bookkeep-
ing and more runtime overhead. These trade-offs can be
found in [22].

In the next set of experiments, we measured the impact
of our runtime approach using a set of application traces,
where such a runtime optimization is the only choice. The
traces used in this part of our experiments are from [20],

which capture several diverse set of application executions
(scientific and commercial). We evaluated the runtime strat-
egy using the traces for the following six applications (due
to long run-times, only a part of the traces were executed):

� LU: This application computes the dense LU decom-
position of an out-of-core matrix. It performs I/O us-
ing synchronous read/write operations. We executed
the first 1000 out of approximately 8500 read/writes to
demonstrate the benefits of discretionary caching.

� Cholesky: This application computes Cholesky de-
composition for sparse, symmetric positive-definite
matrices. It stores the sparse matrix as panels. This
application performs I/O using synchronous read/write
operations. We executed the complete trace (which
contains around 400 read/write operations).

� Titan: This is a parallel scientific database for
remote-sensing data. We executed all read/write op-
erations in the trace.

� Mining: This application tries to extract association
rules from retail data. We executed all read/write oper-
ations in the trace. The first 1000 out of approximately
6000 read and write operations were executed.

� Pgrep: This application is a parallelization of agrep
program from the University of Arizona. We executed
all read/write operations in the trace.

� DB2: This is a parallel RDBMS (Relational
Database Management System) from IBM. The first
60000 read/write operations (out of nearly 500000 op-
erations) were executed.
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Figure 5. Benefits of runtime bypassing on
application traces.

Figure 5 shows the execution time of the runtime opti-
mized system normalized with respect to the system that
uses local and global caching without runtime bypass. We
can see that the optimized system benefits all six applica-
tions, with the benefits (reductions in execution times) rang-
ing between 4% and 33%. The benefits are particularly sig-
nificant in applications with poor locality (such asDB2and
Mining ). These results reiterate the importance of man-
aging/bypassing the global cache with an effective runtime
strategy.



6. Concluding Remarks

Caching for I/O is widely recognized as being critical for
performance enhancements in large codes. Such caching is
typically done at multiple levels — at the client nodes, at
the server nodes, and perhaps even in between. Each has
its advantages and drawbacks. This paper has shown that
one should not indiscriminately cache all data at all levels
of the caching hierarchy. We have demonstrated this by
extending an off-the-shelf parallel file system for clusters,
with a local cache at each node and a shared global cache.
We have also provisioned mechanisms for bypassing each
of these caches for a read/write operation at a fine gran-
ularity. One could use such mechanisms either explicitly
by the application (perhaps some profile based tools could
be useful here), or could be exploited by the compiler or
the runtime system. In this paper, we have presented both
compile-time and runtime based strategies to exploit global
cache bypassing. Using both statically analyzable codes,
as well as several public-domain I/O traces, coming from
diverse domains, we have demonstrated the benefits of dis-
cretionary caching with these techniques. It should be noted
that several of the previously proposed I/O optimizations
such as prefetching, data striping/distribution, etc. can be
used in conjunction with the ideas and discussions in this
paper.
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